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The Control of a Finite Dam: Geometric Wiener Process Input 
F.A. Attia, Kuwait University, Kuwait 
The resolvent operator R~ of the diffusion process Y(t) = exp{X(t)}, where X(t) 
is a Wiener process with mean /.t and variance 0 -2, is determined. The associated 
kernel K~ (x, y) is also obtained. These results are then used to determine the long-run 
average cost of operating a finite dam with the cumulative input process Y(t). The 
system is controlled by a pM x.~ policy (Attia, 1987). 
An Approximation of Stopped Sums with Applications in Queueing Theory 
Mikl6s Cs/Srg6*, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
Paul Deheuvels, Universit£ Paris VI, Paris, France 
Lajos Horv~ith, Szeged University, Bolyai Institute, Hungary 
We prove strong approximations for partial sums indexed by a renewal process. 
The obtained results are optimal. The established probability inequalities are also 
used to get bounds for the rate of convergence of some limit theorems in queueing 
theory. 
Stochastic Processes in Multi-Channel Queueing Systems with Controlled Input and 
State-Dependent Service 
Jewgeni Dshalalow, University of Pittsburgh at Bradford, PA, USA 
Multi-server stochastic queueing systems with variable input and service rate are 
presented. The input process is given by a sequence of arbitrary distribution functions 
{Ak(X); k = 0, 1,...  } such that each customer moves from the source towards the 
system in accordance with Ak(X) when the number of customers in the system is 
k. The system also can respond by changing the service intensity of all channels, 
depending on the number of customers. Such a queue generalizes the models 
previously studied by the author [1-4] and continues his work originated in [5]. It 
can be applied to various tochastic scheduling problems uch as optimal functioning 
of complex transportation-inventory systems, airports and tandem queues. The 
following processes are treated: Queueing process, waiting time processes, residual 
time between any moment of time and the next arrival. Explicit formulas for the 
limiting distributions of these processes are derived generalizing an approach based 
on the theory of semi-regenerative processes. The results will be widely applicable 
to optimization problems. 
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Problems in the Silting of Dams 
J. Gani, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA, USA 
In the classical theory of dams, the content Z, of a finite dam of capacity K at 
time t =0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  subject o i.i.d, inputs X, in (t, t+ 1) and a release M (or Z,+X,  
if it is less than M) at t + 1 is given by 
Zt+ 1 = min{Z, + X,, K} -  min{Z, + X,, M}, 
where {Z,} forms a Markov chain. 
A practical problem which arises in many dams is silting due to the sedimentation 
of particles from the water input into the dam. If Y, denotes the amount of silt 
~,t+l 
deposited in the dam in (t, t+ l ) ,  and the {Y,} are i.i.d., then S,+a =~,=o Y, is the 
total silt in the dam at time t + 1, and its real capacity is K,+~ = K - S,+1, a Markov 
chain. The real content of the dam is now 
U,+I = min{ U, + X,, K,+,}-min{U,+X,,  M}, 
where U, = Z, - S,, and { U,, K,} forms a bivariate Markov chain whether the {X,}, 
{ Y,} are independent of each other or not. A practical theory of dams with silting 
can be developed on these assumptions. 
Recent Results on Queues with Time Variations 
E. Gelenbe*, S. Lefebvre and J.M. Vincent, Laboratoire ISEM, Universitd 
de Paris Sud, Orsay, France 
In this paper we shall discuss some recent results concerning two approaches 
to modelling queueing systems with time variations in the context of specific 
applications. 
We shall first examine a special type of queueing system called the resequencing 
queue. Here, the service mechanism is based on reconstituting the arrival sequence 
at the server by compensating for a random disordering delay which has been 
introduced before the service mechanism. This problem is of importance in communi- 
cation networks and in distributed ata base systems, where variations in traffic 
patterns with time are often present. The analysis available so far only assumed 
time independent arrival sequences. We provide analytical results for the time 
dependent Poisson arrival model, as well as for a slowly varying Markovian arrival 
process. 
